
  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                      Legacy Line 
   MCC-7500 Dispatch Console Accessories  

 

Standard American Wireless products have been configured to support the Motorola 
MCC-7500 Series Dispatch Console.  The Desktop workstation packaging using the 
ACP-2714A  is intended to reduce workstation clutter.   

After ACP2714 Packaging 

Shown at the left is an ACM-3151 
industrial grade  24” transmit foot 
switch, ergonomically designed for the 
24-7 dispatch environment.  

Before ACP2714 Packaging 

POWER SUPPLY 

GPIOM 

A 

The standard MCC-7500 Desktop Console configuration shown above left   
(A) includes; the LCD System Display, Four (4) Desktop speakers, the GPIOM 
(General Purpose Input/Output Module), a Desktop Microphone, the GPIOM Power 
Supply, a Headset, and the CPU keyboard.  The System CPU, and optional Transmit 
foot switch are not shown. The same MCC-7500 equipment is shown above right 
(B) using the ACP-2714A to organize the workstation components.  Four (4) 
intelligent speakers (ISP) are panel mounted in a RU2 Desktop cabinet( DTC) which 
also houses the GPIOM, power supply and interface cables.  The cabinet is used as 
a platform for the LCD system display. The system CPU and optional Transmit foot 
switch are not shown. The DTC is manufactured compliant to stringent NEMA LD3 
standards and is available in a variety of laminate colors.  

B 

Desktop Cabinet ACP-2714A 



Manufactured by 
American Wireless Inc.  

1780 East McFadden Ave., STE 112 ● Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Phone: 714-542-7401  ●  Fax: 714-542-0313 

Email: info@awicom.com  ●  Web site: http://www.awicom.com 
 

Pictured right is a Rear view of the 
AWI ACP-2714A showing the GPIOM 
mounting and cable connections.   

  

  

 

                      Legacy Line 
   MCC-7500 Dispatch Console Accessories  

AWN-9206A 

Accessories Include - LCD Panel Kits for “bay” mounting, Transmit Foot Switches, 
a large variety of laminate and metal  Desktop Cabinets, Ergonomic Keyboard 
Devices, Task Lighting, Custom Mounting Panels, Fully Adjustable Writing Surfaces. 
custom acoustic panels, cable management, vertical racks and cabinets. 

Pictured left is an AWI Ergonomic 
Keyboard tray with Transmitter  push 
to talk (PTT) switch . 

The ACP2714A includes a dynamic Gooseneck Microphone and a transmit push to 
talk (PTT) button on the front of the panel.  Mounting Hardware and interconnecting 
cables are included for installing the GPIOM and connecting it to the dedicated 
speakers and panel microphone.  The ACP-2714A is designed to operate using either 
the GPIOM Power supply or a dedicated power supply which is furnished with the 
configuration. This option is “plug and play” no wiring changes are needed.  

• FLASHING GREEN indicates that audio is present. 
• AMBER indicates that the speaker is muted (-22dbm). 
• FLASHING AMBER indicates that the speaker is muted but audio is present.  

The Model ACP-2714A is a Desktop 
cabinet (DTC) (20.5”W x 18” D x 5” H) 
which includes four (4) intelligent speaker 
modules mounted on a (3.5” x 19”EIA) 
panel. The speaker modules are intelligent 
(ISP) with individual volume controls, 
mute switch, and a bicolor LED to display 
operational status. 


